
Oman Australia Cable Completes Final Landing in Barka Oman

Barka, Oman & Brisbane, Australia – 27 April 2022. The world's first diverse cable

between EMEA and Asia is nearing service with SUBCO announcing that the final cable

landing for the 10,000km Oman Australia Cable (OAC) was completed in Barka, Oman

marking a major milestone for the project. Once live, OAC is set to become the only

undersea cable to avoid the notorious Malacca Straits and is Australia’s first express

undersea cable to EMEA, improving connectivity and resiliency between the regions.

SUBCO’s Founder Bevan Slattery said “I am incredibly excited to achieve this milestone and

knowing the finish line is so close after what can only be described as some of the most

extraordinary and challenging times I’ve ever seen in the industry.  With all the landings

completed we now move towards final splice and then final testing and commissioning”

Regarding the many challenges overcome during the project, Slattery added “This project

could not have been completed without the commitment and persistence of our team and

that of SubCom our key supplier.”

“To the SUBCO team, especially Lee Harper and Carlos Trujillo, thank you for your

professionalism and commitment to our vision.  To our Oman landing partners Omantel, led

by CEO Talal Said Al Mamari and their VP Wholesale Sohail Qadir, thank you for your

support during the entire project and helping enable our final landing.  Finally, to David

Coughlan and the system supply team at SubCom, thank you for continuing to deliver this

project on schedule in these extraordinary times”, Slattery said.

“Our congratulations to the team at SUBCO for reaching this milestone," said David

Coughlan, president of SubCom. "We are very appreciative of the opportunity to

demonstrate our capabilities in a region that has traditionally provided challenges for cable

installation. Throughout the OAC project, we've exhibited the flexibility, dependability, and

expertise that make SubCom such a valuable partner for visionary companies like SUBCO."

OAC is now expected to be ready for service in July 2022.



ABOUT SUBCO
Founded by industry veteran Bevan Slattery, SUBCO is a specialist consulting and

investment company focusing on assisting the development of submarine cable projects and

potentially investing in specialist projects alongside infrastructure investment partners.

Previous projects undertaken by the management team include Sydney to Guam Cable

(PPC-1), Sydney to Los Angeles (Endeavour & AAG), Singapore to Perth Cable (Indigo

West) and Australia’s first transcontinental fibre optic submarine cable (Indigo Central).

ABOUT SUBCOM
SubCom is the leading global partner for today’s undersea data transport requirements.

SubCom designs, manufactures, deploys, maintains, and operates the industry’s most

reliable fiber optic cable networks. Its flexible solutions include repeaterless to ultra-long-

haul, offshore oil and gas, scientific applications, and marine services. SubCom brings end-

to-end network knowledge and global experience to support on-time delivery and meet the

needs of customers worldwide. To date, the company has deployed over 200 networks -

enough undersea cable to circle Earth more than 17 times at the equator.
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